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Abstra t
The ordinary muon apture (OMC) is suggested to be used as a probing tool in order
to gain information about the stru ture of the intermediate nu lear states involved
in the double beta (ββ ) de ay. It has been demonstrated that the nu lear-stru ture
aspe ts in the ββ -de ay al ulations an be ne tuned by the information gained from
the measurements of the partial OMC rates from the ground state of the initial or
nal nu leus to the intermediate states within a ββ de ay hain. It has been found
that the al ulated OMC observables as well as the two-neutrino double beta (2νββ )
amplitudes depend strongly on the involved nu lear stru ture.
In nu lear-stru ture al ulations both the nu lear shell model (SM) and the protonneutron quasiparti le random-phase approximation (pnQRPA) have been employed.
For the light nu lei the SM al ulations indi ate that the states with biggest OMC
rates are also the most relevant ones in the 2νββ de ay. The ee t of the mean eld
on the OMC rates is also studied. The stru ture of heavier nu lei was al ulated by
using the pnQRPA. The pnQRPA al ulations involve the parti le-parti le intera tions strength parameter gpp . It was found that gpp ae ts strongly the al ulated
OMC rates. The role of the indu ed pseudos alar urrent and its oupling onstant
gP in the OMC is also dis ussed.
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1

Introdu tion

The atomi nu leus is a many-body system where three of the four fundamental intera tions play an important role. This feature makes the nu leus an interesting and
hallenging subje t of study. The two strongest intera tions  nu lear and ele tromagneti  are responsible for nu lear stru ture, while the ee t of the weak intera tion
an be seen in radioa tive de ays of nu lei. The fourth intera tion, gravitation, is
known to play a negligible role in the physi s of the nu leus. The theories of the weak
and ele tromagneti intera tions an be unied to yield one single theory: the theory of ele tro-weak intera tion. This, together with the theory of strong intera tions,
forms the standard model of parti le physi s. Currently, attempts are being made to
unify the theories of all the four intera tions to one single theory.
A typi al way to study the atomi nu lei experimentally is to analyze nu lear
rea tions. These an be, for example, radioa tive de ays or s atterings of two nu lei
o ea h other in ollision pro esses. In these experiments the initial state of the
system is either known or prepared in some spe i way and the nal state an be
measured. The measured observables yield information on the nu lear pro ess under
study. Based on this information one an onstru t theoreti al models about the
stru ture of the nu leus and the intera tions between its onstituents, the nu leons.
The purpose of the present work is to study nu lear stru ture and nu lear de ay
by using one parti ular type of a weak-intera tion pro ess, namely the nu lear muon
apture. The muon apture an happen in a muoni atom where, in addition to the
ele trons, a muon orbits the nu leus. As a result it is possible that the orbiting muon
is aptured by one of the protons of the nu leus. By omparing the al ulated results
for the muon- apture rates to the orresponding experimental ones, one an gain
information about the involved nu lear wave fun tions. Furthermore, the present
work demonstrates how this information an be exploited in the al ulations of a
se ond-order weak-intera tion pro ess known as the nu lear double beta de ay.
The double beta de ay is a very rare pro ess and for this reason the experimental
set-ups are lo ated deep under ground in order to minimise the ba kground radiation.
The fo us of the present-day experimental set-ups is on dete tion of the neutrinoless
double beta de ay, sin e it has a lot of relevan e in sear h for new physi s beyond the
standard model. This sear h is an a tive topi in physi s due to the fa t that there is
lear experimental eviden e about the existen e of a non-zero neutrino mass whi h is
non-existent in the framework of the standard model.

2

2

Nu lear stru ture

Explaining nu lear stru ture is a hallenging theoreti al problem. Due to its manybody nature the stru ture of a given nu leus an not be solved exa tly. On the other
hand, there are too few nu leons in nu lei to allow for a statisti al treatment of the
problem. Therefore, one has to make approximations. The usual starting point is
the nu lear mean-eld approximation, where every nu leon is assumed to move in a
potential reated by all the other nu leons in a nu leus. In this approximation the
nu lear Hamiltonian

H=

X

tαβ c†α cβ +

αβ

1X
v̄αβγδ c†α c†β cγ cδ ,
4 αβγδ

(1)

where tαβ is the single-parti le energy term and v̄αβγδ the antisymmetrised two-parti le
intera tion term, an be written as


X
1 X
1
†
†
v̄αβγδ c†α c†β cγ cδ − vαβ c†α cβ .
tαβ cα cβ + vαβ cα cβ +
H=
(2)
4
4
αβγδ
αβ
Above vαβ denotes the mean eld potential. In this way the nu lear Hamiltonian (2)
has been divided into two parts

H = HMF + VRES ,
where

HMF


X
1
†
†
tαβ cα cβ + vαβ cα cβ
=
4
αβ

(3)

(4)

is the mean eld Hamiltonian and

VRES =


1 X
v̄αβγδ c†α c†β cγ cδ − vαβ c†α cβ
4 αβγδ

(5)

is the residual intera tion. Thus, the mean eld part (4) allows to treat, to rst approximation, the strongly intera ting many-fermion system as a group of non-intera ting
fermions moving in a entral potential tαβ + 1/4vαβ . By solving the S hrödinger equation for the Hamiltonian HMF one gets the single-parti le basis, i.e. the orbitals where
the nu leons move independently in the mean-eld approximation. The labeling of
these mean-eld orbitals follows the onvention α = a, mα = na , la , ja , mα .
The magnitude of the residual intera tion VRES is typi ally a lot smaller than
the magnitude of the mean-eld Hamiltonian HMF . This allows for a perturbative
treatment of the total nu lear Hamiltonian H , where HMF is onsidered to be the
unperturbated Hamiltonian and VRES a small perturbation. To obtain the optimal
HMF one has to minimize the residual intera tion VRES , whi h leads to a self- onsistent
3

mean eld. However, for simpli ity, it is ommon to take the mean-eld potential to
be a harmoni os illator or Woods-Saxon potential.
There are ways to obtain the residual intera tion VRES in a self- onsistent manner,
e.g. by the Hartree-Fo k s heme. There are also attempts to mimi it in approximative, empiri al ways. One example of the latter is the simple s hemati surfa e-delta
intera tion, whi h gives reasonable results for nu lear observables in many ases. One
an also treat all the single-parti le energies and two-body intera tion matrix elements
as tting parameters in order to reprodu e ertain experimental data. The USD intera tion [1℄ is a typi al example of a tted intera tion. There are also intera tions
whi h are derived from a meson-ex hange pi ture of the nu lear for e, like for example
the Bonn one-boson-ex hange potential [2℄.
In order to reprodu e the so- alled magi numbers observed in the shell stru ture
of nu lei, it was found by Goeppert-Mayer [3℄ that one needs to add a strong spinorbit term to the nu lear Hamiltonian. This, together with the entral mean-eld
potential, leads to a grouping of the single-parti le levels to "shells". These shells
ontain from one to several single-parti le orbitals with small energy dieren es in the
single-parti le energies as ompared to the energy width of the adja ent shell gaps.
Due to this tenden y to form separate energy shells, the nu lear-stru ture al ulations
an be simplied onsiderably. On many o asions it is enough to onsider only those
nu leons, whi h o upy the valen e shell(s). The ompletely lled shells, below the
a tive valen e shells, an be treated as an inert ore, not parti ipating in the nu learstru ture al ulations.
2.1

The nu lear shell model

At the mean-eld level valen e nu leons are distributed to the single-parti le orbitals
to form various possible ongurations. Ea h onguration has its asso iated onguration energy whi h is the sum of the single-parti le energies of the o upied orbitals.
The ground-state onguration, where all the single-parti le orbitals are o upied up
to the proton and neutron Fermi energies, has the lowest onguration energy. The
residual intera tion mixes all the possible ongurations thus produ ing the various
nu lear states. Cal ulation of the ee ts of this many-nu leon onguration mixing is
the task of the nu lear shell model. Numeri s of this task are treated by using various
types of shell-model omputer odes.
Shell-model odes mainly work either in the m-s heme or j -s heme. In addition,
there are also Monte-Carlo shell-model odes, whi h are not dis ussed here. The ms heme states have denite value for the z - omponent of the total angular momentum,
but they are not states of good angular momentum. However, the eigenstates obtained
from the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix do have the symmetries of the
nu lear Hamiltonian.
The j -s heme states are angular-momentum proje tions of the m-s heme states.
The advantage of the j -s heme is the redu tion of the Hamiltonian matrix to a blo k4

diagonal form. Ea h blo k has its own denite angular momentum and an be diagonalized separately. The disadvantage of the j -s heme lies in the proje tion of the
j -s heme states, whi h is time onsuming and sensitive to numeri al rounding errors.
The shell-model ode OXBASH [4℄, whi h was used in our al ulations, works in
a mixed s heme. The Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalised in the j -s heme, but the
resulting eigenve tors are written in the m-s heme basis.
The al ulation of the matrix element for a given one-body operator Oλ an be
done in the o upation-number representation. In this way the matrix element an
be expressed as a sum of single-parti le transitions, weighted with terms oming from
the many-parti le nu lear stru ture, i.e.
X


(a||Oλ ||b)(Jf || c†a c̃b λ ||Ji ) .
(Jf ||Oλ ||Ji ) = λ̂−1
(6)
ab



The term (Jf || c†a c̃b λ ||Ji ) above represents the many-parti le nu lear stru ture and
is alled one-body transition density. This part an be al ulated by the shell-model
odes.
The drawba k of the shell model is the fa t that the number of possible ongurations in reases ombinatorially as the number of available single-parti le orbitals and
the number of valen e nu leons in reases. This leads quite rapidly to huge memory
and CPU-time requirements. For this reason realisti shell-model al ulations an
not be applied to most of the medium-heavy and heavy nu lei. Therefore, one has
to apply other methods for nu lear-stru ture al ulations of these nu lei. One popular alternative for the shell model is the quasiparti le random-phase approximation
(QRPA) and its variants.
2.2

The BCS and pnQRPA

Due to the strong pairing intera tion in nu lei, all of the nu lei with even number
of protons and even number of neutrons have their ground-state spin and parity 0+ .
Pairing is also present in the ele tron theory of super ondu tivity by Bardeen, Cooper
and S hrieer (BCS) and this theory an be applied to many-nu leon systems with
some modi ations. Thus, the ground state of an even-even nu leus an be treated as
a super ondu ting state where all the protons and neutrons have been paired to form
zero-angular-momentum Cooper pairs.
The BCS ground state |BCSi is a linear ombination of states with dierent numbers of nu leons. It an be written in the form
Y

|BCSi =
(7)
ua − va c†a,mα c̃†a,mα |COREi ,
a,mα >0

where the oe ients va and ua represent o upation and uno upation numbers of a
state a. Furthermore, |COREi represents the inert ore of the dis ussed nu leus and
it an be treated as an ee tive parti le va uum, i.e. cα |COREi = 0.
5

The BCS quasiparti le reation and annihilation operators an be derived by using the Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation. In this transformation the quasiparti le
annihilation operator be omes

aα = ua cα + va c̃†α ,

(8)

and it annihilates, as it should, the BCS quasiparti le va uum i.e. aα |BCSi = 0. The
orresponding quasiparti le reation operator is by Hermitean onjugation

a†α = ua c†α + va c̃α .

(9)

The requirement to satisfy the fermion anti ommutation relation {a†α , aβ } = δαβ leads
to the ondition
u2a + va2 = 1 .
(10)
Condition (10) an also be viewed as a probability normalization thus leading to the
interpretation of va and ua as o upation and uno upation amplitudes.
The nu lear Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) an be written by using the quasiparti le
operators. In this way the Hamiltonian an be ast in a form

Ĥ = H11 + H02 + H20 + H22 + H04 + H13 + H31 + H40 ,

(11)

where ea h term Hnm is proportional to the produ t a†α1 a†α2 · · · a†αn aβ1 aβ2 · · · aβm . Here
the terms H11 , H02 and H20 an be asso iated to a quasiparti le mean eld with
quasiparti le energies Ea . The rest of the terms represent residual intera tions among
the quasiparti les. Numeri al values of the o upation and uno upation amplitudes
va and ua and the quasiparti le energies Ea an be al ulated by using a variational
pro edure. The variation is performed separately for protons and neutrons.
As mentioned, the BCS va uum des ribes the ground state of an even-even nu leus.
In order to des ribe the ex ited states, or states of an odd-odd nu leus, one needs to
build two-quasiparti le ex itations. The proton-neutron QRPA (pnQRPA) theory,
introdu ed by Hableib and Sorensen [5℄, des ribes the states of an odd-odd nu leus
as proton-neutron quasiparti le ex itations built atop of the QRPA va uum. These
proton-neutron quasiparti le ex itations, oupled to good angular momentum J and
its z -proje tion M , an be written as [6, 7℄
†


A† (pn, JM) = a†p a†n JM ; Ã(pn, JM) = (−1)J+M A† (pn, JM) .
(12)
The one-phonon ansatz of the pnQRPA an be written by using the above dened
two-quasiparti le operators and it has the form
i
Xh
Q†JM (m) =
(13)
Xpn (J π , m)A† (pn, JM) − Ypn (J π , m)Ã(pn, JM) ,
pn

where Xpn (Ypn ) is the so alled forward- (ba kward-) going amplitude. Magnitudes of
the ba kward-going amplitudes Ypn are a good measure of the amount of the pnQRPA
ground-state orrelations.
6

The pnQRPA equations of motion have the general form






X
1 0
X
A B
.
=Ω
Y
0 −1
Y
B A

(14)

The states of the double-odd nu leus an be obtained by solving the non-Hermitian
eigenvalue problem des ribed by Eq. (14). The sub-matri es A and B of Eq. (14) are
dened as follows

Apnp′n′ = δpp′ δnn′ (Ep + En ) − 2gpp G(pnp′ n′ , J)(up un up′ un′ + vp vn vp′ vn′ )
−2gph F (pnp′ n′ , J)(up un vp′ vn′ + vp vn up′ un′ )
(15)
Bpnp′n′ = 2gpp G(pnp′ n′ , J)(up un vp′ vn′ + vp vn up′ un′ )
−2gph F (pnp′ n′ , J)(up vn vp′ un′ + vp un up′ vn′ ) ,
(16)
where Ep and En are the proton and neutron quasiparti le energies. Furthermore,
G(pnp′ n′ , J) and F (pnp′ n′ , J) are the two-body parti le-parti le and parti le-hole intera tion matrix elements dened by Baranger [8℄.
The oe ients gpp and gph are s aling fa tors for the parti le-parti le and parti lehole intera tion strengths. The parameter gph is usually adjusted by the empiri al data
on the energy of the Gamow-Teller giant resonan e ex itation. The oe ient gpp ,
however, is often left as a free parameter of the theory. As a matter of fa t, the submatrix A in Eq. (14) is the pnQTDA matrix, whi h appears in a more simple theory
alled the proton-neutron quasiparti le Tamm-Dan o approximation. The pnQTDA
theory does not take into a ount the orrelations of the ground state.
The β − and β + type of de ay amplitudes between a J π pnQRPA one-phonon state
and the pnQRPA ground state an be expressed as [7℄
X
(J π , m||Mλ− ||QRPA) = δJλ
(p||Mλ ||n) [up vn Xpn (J π , m) + vp un Ypn (J π , m)] , (17)
pn

(J π , m||Mλ+ ||QRPA) = −δJλ

X
pn

(p||Mλ ||n) [un vp Xpn (J π , m) + vn up Ypn (J π , m)].(18)
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3

Weak intera tion

In the rst beta-de ay experiments it was found that the outgoing ele tron has a
ontinuous energy distribution instead of a xed value of energy. This seemed to go
against the onservation of energy. Moreover, beta de ay also seemed to violate the
onservation of angular momentum. In order to onserve these quantities Wolfgang
Pauli suggested that there should be also another parti le emitted in the beta deay  the neutrino. The neutrino was assumed to be neutral, massless and weakly
intera ting. This lead Enri o Fermi to formulate his theory of beta de ay [9℄.
The Fermi theory of beta de ay was applied broadly to many phenomena. Besides
the beta de ay of atomi nu lei, it was used to des ribe phenomena su h as the de ay of
a muon and several other parti les, muon apture of the atomi nu leus, et . However,
the drawba k of the Fermi theory lies in the fa t that it assumes the intera tion to
be point-like. This leads to ultraviolet divergen es and therefore Fermi theory is not
renormalizable.
The pi ture of the weak intera tion got more a urate by the introdu tion of the
ele tro-weak intera tion of the standard model [10℄. In the standard model there are
three generations of leptons and quarks and, thus, three diered kinds of neutrino.
The neutrinos of the standard model are assumed to be massless Dira parti les, i.e.
the antineutrino is not the same parti le as the neutrino. Furthermore, the standard
model also assumes lepton-number onservation for ea h generation separately.
Re ent neutrino-os illation experiments [11, 12, 13, 14℄ have revealed that the
standard model's pi ture of the neutrinos is not su ient. In these experiments it
has been observed that the avour of a neutrino an hange due to avour os illation.
Moreover, the avour os illation requires neutrino to have mass. Unfortunately, the
neutrino-os illation experiments annot a ess the absolute mass s ale of the neutrino,
only the mass dieren es between the neutrino mass eigenstates. At the preset only
upper limits of the neutrino mass have been determined. The determination has
been done by osmologi al observations [15℄ or by kinemati al analysis of the ele tron
spe trum in beta de ay [16℄. In addition to the unknown mass of the neutrino, the
question of neutrino being either a Dira or Majorana type of parti le is still open.
However, the neutrinoless double beta de ay an answer both of these questions.
The double beta de ay is one of the slowest pro esses in nature. It an o ur
in nu lei with even numbers of protons and neutrons. Due to the nu lear shortrange pairing for es, the binding energy of a double-odd nu leus may be smaller
than the binding energy of its double-even isobari neighbour nu lei. In this kind
of situation it is possible that the ordinary beta de ay of some double-even nu lei,
not lo ated at the bottom of the valley of beta stability, is energeti ally forbidden.
In some ases the ordinary beta de ay is energeti ally possible but highly forbidden
due to the large dieren e in angular momentum between the mother and daughter
states. Nevertheless, in this kind of situation the nu lear double beta de ay allows a
double-even nu leus to de ay dire tly to states of lower energy in the neighbouring
8

double-even isobari nu leus. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the isobars A = 136
have been hosen as examples. As an be seen, 136 Xe annot de ay via ordinary beta
de ay. The situation is also the same for 136 Ce. However, both of these nu lei an
disintegrate via the double beta de ay.

Nd
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I
Mass Excess [MeV]
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Xe Cs
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Ba
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54
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Z

Figure 1:

Mass ex ess of the A = 136 isobars as a fun tion of the proton number Z .
The dashed arrows represent beta de ays and the thi k arrows represent double beta
de ays.

There exist two dierent modes of double beta de ay. The rst mode, two-neutrino
double beta (2νββ ) de ay, onserves the lepton number and, therefore, is allowed in
the standard model's framework. Thus, as the name indi ates, the nal state of the
2νββ de ay ontains two neutrinos. The 2νββ de ay was rst predi ted by Maria
Goeppert-Mayer in 1935 [17℄. The 2νββ de ay has been experimentally observed in
several nu lei, and the shortest observed half-lives are of the order of 1019 y [18℄.
In ontrast to the 2νββ de ay, the neutrinoless double beta (0νββ ) de ay violates
the onservation laws of the standard model. As the name indi ates, there are no
neutrinos in the nal state and therefore the lepton-number onservation is violated by
∆L = 2. The existen e of the 0νββ de ay was rst proposed by Furry in 1939 [19℄. The
0νββ de ay allows the a ess to the mass s ale of the neutrino. This is due to the fa t
that the inverse of the 0νββ half-life is proportional to the se ond power of the ee tive
9

mass hmν i of the neutrino. Moreover, a ording to the S he hter-Valle theorem [20℄,
the existen e of the 0νββ de ay implies that the neutrino is a Majorana parti le with
non-zero mass. To extra t the ee tive neutrino mass from the experiments, one needs
information about the involved nu lear matrix elements [7℄. The absolute neutrino
mass an be obtained from the ee tive mass by using the available information about
the neutrino mixing [21℄ and CP phases. There even exists a laim that the 0νββ de ay
25
has been observed in 76 Ge with a half-life of T1/2 = (1.19+0.37
y [22℄, leading
−0.23 ) × 10
to an ee tive neutrino mass of hmν i = 0.2 − 0.6 eV. This result is, however, under
debate [23, 24℄. The next-generation double-beta-de ay experiments will probably
shed light on this issue.
The rst attempts for nu lear-stru ture al ulations of double-beta-de ay rates
mostly on entrate on using the nu lear shell model as a starting point. Unfortunately, due to the fa t that the ββ -de aying nu lei are medium-heavy or heavy nu lei,
severe trun ations of the onguration spa e, or the use of the weak oupling limit,
are needed. For this reason, other methods have been used, the pnQRPA and its
variants being the most popular ones. However, as mentioned earlier in se tion 2.2
the disadvantage of the pnQRPA theory lies in the somewhat un ertain value of the
parti le-parti le intera tion strength parameter gpp . The parameter gpp has strong
inuen e on theoreti al predi tions of the nu lear stru ture and, therefore, on the
al ulated half-lives of the ββ -de ay.
In the theoreti al des ription of the double beta de ay the transitions pro eed via
the states of the intermediate nu leus. In the ase of the 2νββ de ay only the 1+ states
of the intermediate nu leus are a tive, whereas in the ase of the 0νββ de ay, all the
J π states of the intermediate nu leus are a tive. A reliable theoreti al des ription of
the stru ture of these states is essential in theoreti al al ulations. As mentioned, the
gpp parameter plays a ru ial role in the ββ -de ay rate al ulations.
In some works [7, 25℄ the values of the gpp parameter of the ββ -de ay al ulations
have been adjusted by using the available data on the beta-de ay or ele tron- apture
transitions. These transitions run from the intermediate nu leus to the nal or initial state of the orresponding ββ de ay. Unfortunately, this information is usually
available only for one state, typi ally the ground state of the intermediate nu leus.
Re ently, it has been suggested to use the experimental data on the 2νββ de ay halflives to obtain the nu lear matrix elements involved in the orresponding 0νββ de ays
[26℄. However, there are some pitfalls in this method, as pointed out in [27℄. It has
also been proposed that one ould use harged- urrent neutrino-nu leus intera tions
as a probe of the virtual transitions involved in the 0νββ de ay [28℄. Unfortunately,
due to the extremely small ross se tion of the neutrino-nu leus harged- urrent rea tion, the experimental setup would require neutrino-beam intensities whi h annot
be a hieved at the present.
One method to study the stru ture of the states of the intermediate nu leus of
double beta de ay is to perform muon- apture experiments. The ordinary muon
apture (OMC) pro ess allows to study one leg of the virtual transitions involved in
10
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Figure 2:

A s hemati illustration of the onne tion between the ββ -de ay and
ordinary muon apture. In the 2νββ de ay the transition pro eeds via the 1+ states of
the intermediate nu leus (solid lines), whereas in the 0νββ de ay all the intermediate
states are a tive (solid and dashed lines).

double beta de ays. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where the ββ de ay of 76 Ge
has been taken as an example. By measuring the OMC rates in transitions from
the ground state of 76 Se to the states of 76 As one ould gain information about the
stru ture of these states. In spite of the fa t that the OMC probes only one of the two
bran hes involved in double beta de ay, it an provide a lot of valuable information
whi h an be used in ββ -de ay al ulations. Due to the large mass of the muon,
about 100 MeV, the nal state of the OMC an be highly ex ited. Therefore, in
prin iple, it is possible to study all the relevant intermediate states of double beta
de ay. Moreover, another onsequen e of the large mass of the muon is the fa t that
forbidden transitions are not as suppressed as in the ase of the ele tron apture or
beta de ay. As a matter of fa t, transition rates to some of the 2− states an even
be higher than transition rates to 1+ states. This allows to study also intermediate
states with spin and parity other than 1+ . These states are potentially relevant in the
0νββ de ay [29℄.
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3.1

Ordinary muon

apture

When a negative muon is stopped in matter, in the outer shells of atoms, it undergoes
several ele tromagneti transitions to lower atomi orbitals, a ompanied by emission
of muoni X-rays. Energies of these X-rays an rea h up to an order of MeV in heavier
nu lei. Finally, the muon ends up into the K atomi orbit. As a result, it is possible
that the muon is aptured by a nu leus in a pro ess µ− + (A, Z) → νµ + (A, Z − 1)(∗) ,
where the asterisk denotes the possibility that the nal nu lear state an be an ex ited
state. The OMC ompetes with the de ay of the muon. In addition to the OMC there
exist also other pro esses in muoni atoms. In the radiative muon apture the nal
state also ontains a gamma-ray. Also, in the ase of some heavy nu lei the muon
apture an lead to ssion of the nal nu leus.
There exists a phenomenologi al estimate by Primako to the total muon apture
rate Wtot :



A−Z
4
Wtot = Zeff X1 1 − X2
(19)
,
2A
where Zeff is the ee tive harge of the nu leus [30℄. Furthermore, the oe ients Xn
an be tted to the experimental data giving the values X1 = 170 s−1 and X2 = 3.125.
However, this approa h is not fruitful from the nu lear-stru ture point of view sin e
we need information on apture to individual nu lear states. In [31℄ the authors
al ulated the total muon apture rates in the RPA basis and obtained results similar
to the ones oming from eq. (19). A ording to their al ulations the RPA formalism
reprodu es total OMC rates quite reliably.
The formalism needed for the al ulation of the OMC rate was developed by Morita
and Fujii in Ref. [32℄. In their work they started from the most general Hamiltonian
density
H = ψ̄n Hψp ,
(20)
with

√



2H = γ λ CV ψ̄ν γλψµ + ψ̄ν γλ γ 5 ψµ


−γ λ γ 5 CA ψ̄ν γλψµ + ψ̄ν γλ γ 5 ψµ


+γ 5 CP ψ̄ν γ 5 ψµ − ψ̄ν ψµ


+σ λρ CM pρ (ψ̄ν iγλ ψµ ) + pρ (ψ̄ν iγλ γ 5 ψµ ) ,

(21)



where σ λρ = 12 γ λ γ ρ − γ ρ γ λ and pρ = (i∂/∂t , i∇). However, due to the fa t that the
weak magnetism oupling onstant is proportional to the ve tor oupling onstant,
CM = CV [µp − µn ]/2M ≈ 3.706CV /2M , there are a tually only three independent
oupling onstants, namely CV , CA , and CP .
In the shell-model al ulations of beta-de ay rates the oupling onstants CV and
CA are also present. In these al ulations a typi al value adopted for the ratio of the
ve tor oupling onstant and the axial-ve tor oupling onstant is CA /CV = −1.0,
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instead of the bare nu leon value CA /CV ≈ −1.25 [33, 34℄. In the present work the
ratio CA /CV = −1.0 has been used for the OMC al ulations.
The value of the pseudos alar oupling onstant is xed by the partially onserved
axial-ve tor urrent (PCAC) hypothesis, giving rise to a nu lear-model independent
estimate CP /CA ≈ 7 (see e.g. [35℄). However, the value of the pseudos alar oupling
onstant may need to be renormalized in the nu lear medium, like in the ase of the
axial-ve tor oupling onstant.
The transition rate for the OMC an be derived from the Hamiltonian density
of Eq. (20) [32℄. The derivation is done by making the standard non-relativisti redu tion of the nu leon operators. The lepton part is kept relativisti and the small
omponent of the muon bound state wave fun tion has been set to zero. This approximation is valid sin e in our al ulated ases (αZ)2 ≪ 1, where α is the ne-stru ture
onstant. The ee t of the small omponent is of the order of a few per ent [36℄.
By performing a summation over all magneti quantum numbers and integrating
over the neutrino momentum one ends up with following expression for the transition
rate


q
′ 3 2Jf + 1
1−
q2,
W = 4P (αZmµ)
(22)
2Ji + 1
mµ + AM
with


q = (mµ − W0 ) 1 −

mµ − W0
2(MF + mµ )



(23)

and A being the mass number of the initial and nal nu lei, Z the harge number
of the initial nu leus, and m′µ the redu ed muon mass. Furthermore, M denotes the
average nu leon mass and W0 = MF − MI + me + Ex , with MF and MI denoting the
nal and initial atomi masses. The quantity P in Eq. (22) ontains all the nu learphysi s aspe ts of the rea tion, in parti ular it ontains the redu ed nu lear matrix
elements M[kwu]. Denition of the term P an be found e.g. in Refs. [32, V℄. The
term (αZm′µ )3 in eq. (22) omes from the amplitude of the muon wave fun tion at
the origin in the nonrelativisti ase. The ee t of the relativisti orre tions in this
term are of the order of few per ent or less in our al ulated ases, as dedu ed from
the expressions of [32℄. The redu ed matrix elements are dened as follows

Z

UJf Mf

A
X

′

e−αZmµ rs Ψs τ−s UJi Mi dr1 . . . drA

s=1

 
±
](Ji Mi u Mf − Mi |Jf Mf ) ,
= M[kwu
p

(24)

where UJf Mf and UJi Mi are the nal and initial nu lear wave fun tions, respe tively.
M
The fa tor Ψs is dened in Table 1. The quantity Ykwu
in Table 1 is the ve tor
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spheri al harmoni and it is dened as
M
Y0wu
≡ (4π)−1/2 YwM (r̂) ,
r
X
3
M
Y1wu
≡
(1 −m w m + M|u M)Ywm+M (r̂)
σ−m .
4π
m

(25)
(26)

Table 1:

Denition of the redu ed matrix elements for the muon apture.
Matrix element
Ψs
M −M

i
f
jw (qrs )Y0wu
(r̂s )δwu
Mf −Mi
j (qr )Y
(r̂s , σs )
h w s 1wu
i
Mf −Mi
jw (qrs )±αZ(m′µ /pν )jw∓1 (qrs ) Y0wu
(r̂s )δwu
h
i
Mf −Mi
jw (qrs )±αZ(m′µ /pν )jw∓1 (qrs ) Y1wu
(r̂s , σs )

M[0wu]
M[1wu]

M[0wu±]
M[1wu±]

M −Mi

f
ijw (qrs )Y0wu

M[0wup]

σs · ps δwu
Mf −Mi
ijw (qrs )Y1wu (r̂s , ps )

M[1wup]

The large momentum ex hange in the muon- apture pro ess, as ompared to the
beta-de ay or ele tron apture, emphasizes the role of the radial part of the nu lear
wave fun tion. As seen in Table 1, the muon- apture matrix elements ontain the
spheri al Bessel fun tion jw (qr), emerging from the Fourier-Bessel expansion of the
nal-state lepton wave fun tion. The strong os illations of the Bessel fun tion interfere with the radial part of the mean-eld single-parti le wave fun tion. Therefore,
the shape of the mean-eld potential may have a signi ant impa t on the al ulated
single-parti le transition matrix elements. Typi ally the muon apture matrix elements have been al ulated in the harmoni -os illator single-parti le basis. However,
the realisti single-parti le potential resembles more the Woods-Saxon potential than
the harmoni -os illator potential. The Woods-Saxon potential an produ e noti eable
ee ts on the al ulated half-life when ompared to the one al ulated by using the
harmoni -os illator basis [I℄.
3.2

Two-neutrino double beta de ay

The two-neutrino double beta de ay pro eeds as virtual transitions via the 1+ states
of the intermediate nu leus. The expression for the inverse half-life in the ase of a
transition to the ground state of the nal nu leus an be fa torized as
(2ν)

+
[t1/2 (0+
i → 0f )]

−1

(2ν)

(2ν)

2

= GDGT | MDGT | ,
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(27)

(2ν)

where GDGT is an integral over the phase spa e of the leptoni variables [7, 37℄. The
(2ν)
nu lear matrix element MDGT , orresponding to the 2νββ de ay, an be written as
P
P
∓
∓
+
+
+
X (0+
f ||
(2ν)
j σ(j)tj || 1n )(1n ||
j σ(j)tj || 0i )
MDGT =
(28)
,
( 12 Qββ + En − Mi )/me + 1
n

where the transition operators are the usual Gamow-Teller type of operators for the β ∓
transitions, Qββ is the 2νββ -de ay Q value, En is the energy of the nth intermediate
state, Mi is the mass energy of the initial nu leus, and me is the rest-mass energy
of the ele tron. Contributions from the Fermi transitions an be negle ted [7℄. The
expression for the half-life in the ase of transitions to the exited states of the nal
nu leus is more omplex and an be found in [7℄.
One ould also onsider ontributions oming from the rst-forbidden transitions
to the 2νββ de ay rate. These transitions pro eed via the 0− , 1− and 2− states of
the intermediate nu lei. In Ref. [38℄ the authors found notable ontributions to the
nu lear matrix elements from the 0− and 1− hannels. However, it has been shown
that due to the suppression of the asso iated phase-spa e integrals these hannels an
be negle ted [39℄. In typi al ases this suppression is of the order of 10−6 for the
rst-forbidden hannel and stronger for the higher forbidden hannels. It has to be
mentioned that in the ase of the neutrinoless double beta de ay the intermediate
states other than 1+ have a non-negligible ontribution to the total half-life.
3.3

Neutrinoless double-beta-de ay

The most general ee tive weak-intera tion Hamiltonian density, relevant for harged
weak urrents, an be written as [7, 37℄

GF cos θC 
√
jLµ JLµ† + κjLµ JRµ† + ηjRµ JLµ† + λjRµ JRµ† + h.c.,
hW =
(29)
2

where GF is the Fermi oupling onstant and θC is the mixing angle of the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa me hanism for mixing quark avours. The left- and right-handed
leptoni urrents are given as follows

jLµ = ēγµ (1 − γ5 ) νe,L ,
′
jRµ = ēγµ (1 + γ5 ) νe,R
,

(30)
(31)

where the weak eigenstates of the neutrino are given in terms of the neutrino mass
eigenstates NjL/R as

νe,L =

2Ng
X

Uej NjL ,

(32)

Vej NjR ,

(33)

j=1

′
νe,R

=

2Ng
X
j=1
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where Ng is the number of the neutrino generations. The U and V matri es are the
mixing matri es between the weak eigenstates and mass eigenstates of the neutrino.
The summations in Eqs. (32) and (33) run to 2Ng due to the fa t that the Majorananeutrino eld NL/R ontains the left- and right-handed neutrino elds. The hadroni
urrent of Eq. (29) an be written at quark level as
µ†
JL/R
= ūγ µ (1 ∓ γ5 ) d .

(34)

By assuming the neutrino mass me hanism to be the dominant one in the 0νββ
de ay (i.e. the right-handed urrents are negle ted) one an write as a good approximation the inverse of the half-life as
!2
2
 2

h
i−1
g
hm
i
V
ν
(0ν)
(0ν)
(0ν)
(0ν)
MGT −
MF
t1/2
,
(35)
= G1
me
gA
where me is the mass of the ele tron and
X
2
hmν i =
λCP
j mj |Uej |

(36)

j

is the ee tive mass of the neutrino, λCP
being the CP phase. Furthermore, the
j
(0ν)
quantity G1 of Eq. (35) is the leptoni phase-spa e fa tor dened in [7℄. The
double Gamow-Teller and double Fermi nu lear matrix-elements, whi h appear in the
expression of the 0νββ half-life, are dened as follows:
X
(0ν)
+
MF
(37)
=
(0+
f ||h+ (rmn , Ea )||0i ) ,
a

(0ν)
MGT

X
+
=
(0+
f ||h+ (rmn , Ea )σm · σn ||0i ) .

(38)

a

Here summation over a runs over all the intermediate states. The denition of the
neutrino potential h+ (rmn , Ea ) an be found in Refs. [7, 37℄.
3.4

The OMC as a probe of double beta de ay

As mentioned, the OMC an be used to probe the stru ture of the states of the
intermediate nu leus involved in the double-beta-de ay transition. The used twobody intera tion, in parti ular the value of the parameter gpp in the ase of the
pnQRPA, strongly ae ts the wave fun tions of the intermediate nu leus. This, in
turn, ree ts on the one-body transition densities from the initial and nal states
to the intermediate states of double beta de ay. These transition densities are also
present in the al ulation of the OMC rates to the intermediate states. Thus, by
omparing the al ulated OMC rates to the experimental ones, one an estimate the
reliability of the nu lear matrix elements involved in the double beta de ay. It is
16

worth pointing out that there exists a rather dire t bridge between the 2νββ de ay
and the OMC. At the limit q, Z → 0 for the OMC matrix element it follows that
√
−1 3
MGT ,
M[101] → Jf
(39)
4π
where MGT is the redu ed Gamow-Teller matrix element appearing in the double-beta(2ν)
de ay nu lear matrix element MDGT of Eq. (28). For the 0νββ de ay the situation is
(0ν)
(0ν)
more ompli ated. The al ulation of the matrix elements MF and MGT involves
one-body transition densities for all multipoles in both virtual legs.
There are, however, some drawba ks in the use of the OMC to probe the stru ture
of the states of the ββ -de ay intermediate nu leus. Firstly, the OMC probes only one
of the two legs of a double-beta-de ay transition. Se ondly, due to the important role
of the indu ed hadroni urrents in the OMC, extra tion of the relevant information
about the matrix elements from the experimental results is more ompli ated. Lastly,
in the nu lear medium the value of the pseudos alar oupling onstant may need to
be renormalised from the value given by the PCAC hypothesis. Nevertheless, the
OMC oers a versatile tool to study the stru ture of the intermediate nu leus. In
ontrast to the beta-de ay data, the OMC an be used to study also the exited states
of the intermediate nu leus. Moreover, the forbidden transitions in the OMC are
not as suppressed as in the ase of the beta de ay. This allows to study also the
intermediate states whi h are relevant for the 0νββ de ay.
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4
4.1

Cal ulations
Nu lear-stru ture

al ulations

In the ase of the light nu lei, the studied double-beta-de aying isobars were A =
36, 46, 48, 50. The stru ture of these nu lei was al ulated by using the shell-model
ode OXBASH. The used intera tions in the ase of the sd-shell A = 36 isobars were
the USD [1℄ and SDPOTA [40℄. For the f p-shell isobars A = 46, A = 48 and A = 50
the intera tions used were the FPBP [41℄ and FPMCC [42℄. The stru ture of the
A = 46 isobars was al ulated in the full f p model spa e, with no restri tions in the
number of ongurations. Also for the A = 48 isobars the 2νββ rate al ulations
were done in the full f p-spa e. In the ase of the A = 50 nu lei the JT -dimensions
had to be redu ed heavily due to omputational limits. The trun ation was done by
requiring the minimum parti le o upan y in the f7/2 orbital to be 8.
The stru ture for the medium-heavy nu lei was al ulated by using the pnQRPA
theory. In the numeri al omputations the proton model spa e was taken to be 1p0f-2s-1d-0g-0h11/2. On the neutron side the used model spa e for 76 Se was the same
as on the proton side, and in the ase of 106 Cd the used model spa e for neutrons
was taken to onsist of the 1p-0f-2s-1d-0g-2p-1f-0h shells. The orresponding singleparti le energies were obtained from the Woods-Saxon well with its parametrization
taken from Ref. [43℄.
The nu lear Hamiltonian for the pnQRPA al ulations was obtained from the
Bonn one-boson-ex hange potential [2℄, omplemented with an empiri al renormalization based on phenomenologi al pairing gaps, the giant Gamow-Teller resonan e
and spe tros opi data on nu lei lose to the relevant isobars. The proton-neutron
parti le-parti le intera tion strength was s aled by the parameter gpp whi h an be
used as a free parameter.
4.2

Results for light nu lei

To begin with, the al ulated partial OMC rates to the 1+ states of the nal nu leus,
as fun tions of the ex itation energy of the nal state, are presented in Fig 3. These
results are al ulated in the harmoni -os illators single-parti le basis. The value for
the axial-ve tor oupling onstant was taken to be gA = −1 in all our al ulations.
Furthermore, the ratio gP /gA = 7 was used for the pseudo-s alar oupling onstant.
As an be seen, the strongest transition rates an be found among the few lowest 1+
states for the ase of 36 Ar, 46 Ti, and 48 Ti. However, in the ase of 50 Cr, the transition
rates are more diused to the higher exited states.
The al ulated OMC results an be ompared with the ones al ulated in the
Woods-Saxon single-parti le basis. The parametrization for the Woods-Saxon singleparti le potential was taken from [43℄. In Table 2 the al ulated OMC transition
rates to the 1+ states of 46 S and 48 S are listed for both the harmoni -os illator and
18

Woods-Saxon ases. As an be seen, the transition rates for the dierent bases are
not far from ea h other, ex ept for some s attered ases.
In Table 3 the al ulated 2νββ rates for 36 Ar, 46 Ca, 48 Ca, and 50 Cr are listed. In
these al ulations the value gA = −1.0 for the axial-ve tor oupling onstant has been
adopted. In the ase of the 2νββ de ay of 48 Ca the al ulated result an be ompared
with the available experimental one. The experimental result for the 2νββ de ay of
(2ν)
+
+3.3
48
19
Ca is t1/2 (0+
y [44℄. By evaluating the phase-spa e integral
i → 0f ) = 4.2−1.3 × 10
(2ν)

GDGT , the experimental value for the 2νββ nu lear matrix element an be obtained.
(2ν)
Using gA = −1.0, one then obtains MDGT (exp) = 0.038+0.008
−0.009 . In the ase of the 2νββ
50
de ay of Cr there exist an experimental limit t1/2 > 1.3 × 1018 y for the half-life of
the β + EC mode [45℄.
By omparing the experimental value of the 2νββ -de ay matrix element of 48 Ca to
the al ulated one, it an be seen that the used intera tion tends to overestimate the
value of the matrix element. The orresponding umulative sum of the 2νββ -de ay
matrix element, plotted in Fig. 4, indi ates that a few lowest intermediate states give
the biggest ontribution to the total matrix element. This is partly explained by the
energy denominator suppressing the ontribution of the higher-lying states. Another
reason is that the absolute value of the produ t of the two GT matrix elements in
Eq. (28) is mu h bigger for these low-lying states than for the other, higher-lying
20
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Figure 3:

Cal ulated OMC rates to the 1+ states of the nal nu leus as a fun tion
of the ex itation energy for four dierent initial nu lei. The initial nu leus and the
used intera tion are indi ated in ea h panel. The ratio gP /gA = 7 was adopted in the
al ulations.
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Table 2:

Cal ulated partial OMC transition rates for the Woods-Saxon (WS) and
harmoni -os illator (h.o.) single-parti le bases using the FPBP intera tion. The ratio
gP/gA = 7 with gA = −1.0 has been adopted.
Parent
46

Ti

W [103 1/s℄
h.o.
WS

Jfπ
1+
1
1+
2
1+
3
1+
4

2.032
15.123
1.780
1.028

Parent

3.433
12.538
1.754
0.441

48

0.2

Ti

W [103 1/s℄
h.o.
WS

Jfπ
1+
1
1+
2
1+
3
1+
4

6.310
16.366
13.000
0.080

0.1
46

48

Ca, FPBP

Ca, FPBP

)

0.08

)

0.16
0.12

0.06

M(2

M(2
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Figure 4:

(2ν)

Cal ulated umulative sum of the matrix element MDGT of Eq. (28) as
a fun tion of the ex itation energy of the intermediate state. The 2νββ de aying
nu leus and the used intera tion are indi ated in ea h panel.

Table 3:

Cal ulated DGT matrix elements, Q-values in units of the ele tron mass
(T = Q/me ), phase-spa e fa tors in units of inverse years, and the orresponding
half-lives in units of year for the onsidered double-beta transitions. The renormalized
value gA = −1.0 has been used in all ases.

T (β − β − )
G2ν
DGT
2ν
MDGT
t1/2

46

Ca
FPBP

Ca
FPBP

1.94
4.8 × 10−23
0.108
1.7 × 1024

8.36
1.6 × 10−17
0.058
1.8 × 1019

48

T (ECEC)
G2ν
DGT
2ν
MDGT
t1/2

36

Ar
USD (bare)

Cr
FPBP

0.84
5.1 × 10−28
0.117
1.4 × 1029

2.27
4.9 × 10−25
0.097
2.1 × 1026

50

states. The same reasoning applies also to 46 Ca, depi ted in the left panel of Fig. 4.
Comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 shows that the same intermediate states are relevant
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for the OMC and 2νββ de ay. Therefore, measurements of the partial OMC rates to
these low-lying states of the intermediate nu leus ould give some valuable information
about the involved nu lear stru ture. This information is also useful in the ase of
the 0νββ -de ay rate al ulations.
4.3

Medium heavy nu lei

In the ase of the medium heavy nu lei the OMC rates were al ulated for the nu lei
Se, 82 Kr, 100 Ru, 106 Cd, 110 Cd, 116 Sn, 128 Xe, and 136 Ce. The OMC on these nu lei
leads to the odd-odd nu lei 76 As, 82 Br, 100 T , 106 Ag, 110 Ag, 116 In, 128 I, and 136 La,
whi h are involved as providing intermediate states in the double beta de ays of the
nu lei 76 Ge, 82 Se, 100 Mo, 106 Cd, 110 Pd, 116 Cd, 128 Te, and 136 Ce. Two of the de ays,
namely 106 Cd → 106 Ag and 136 Ce → 136 Ba, are β + β + type of transitions, while the
rest are β − β − type of transitions. All of the hosen isobari triplets ontain low-lying
1+ or 2− states in the involved intermediate double-odd nu leus.
76

Table 4: Total muon-

apture rates to the 1+ or 2− states ( olumn 6) in the transitions
of olumn 5. The ratio gP /gA = 7 was used. The gpp value of olumn 3 is hosen
su h that the experimental log f t value [46℄ ( olumn 2) an be roughly reprodu ed
( olumn 4) in a spe i beta-de ay transition ( olumn 1).
Beta de ay
76
As(1+
Se(0+
1) →
g.s. )
76
−
76
As(2g.s. ) → Se(0+
g.s. )
82
+
82
Br(2−
)
→
Kr(
0
1
g.s. )
100
+
100
T (1g.s. ) → Ru(0+
g.s. )
−
100
100
+
T (21 ) → Ru(0g.s. )
106
106
Ag(1+
Cd(0+
g.s. ) →
g.s. )
110
+
110
Ag(1g.s. ) → Cd(0+
g.s. )
−
110
110
+
Ag(21 ) → Cd(0g.s. )
116
116
In(1+
Sn(0+
g.s. ) →
g.s. )
−
116
116
+
In(21 ) → Sn(0g.s. )
128
128
I(1+
Xe(0+
g.s. ) →
g.s. )
128
128
+
I(2−
)
→
Xe(
0
1
g.s. )
136
+
136
La(1g.s. ) → Ce(0+
g.s. )
−
136
+
136
La(21 ) → Ce(0g.s. )
76

log f t
log f t
Wtot
(exp) gpp (th.) Muon apture
[103 1/s℄
- 0.9
5.8 76 Se → 76 As(1+ )
114
76
76
−
9.7 1.0
8.7
Se → As(2 )
1529
8.9 1.0
8.9 82 Kr → 82 Br(2− )
1497
4.6 1.1
4.4 100 Ru → 100 T (1+ )
3734
100
100
−
- 1.0
8.9
Ru → T (2 )
1889
> 4.2 0.8
4.3 106 Cd → 106 Ag(1+ )
4635
110
110
+
4.7 0.9
4.7
Cd → Ag(1 )
4650
110
110
−
- 1.0
9.2
Cd → Ag(2 )
1635
4.7 1.0
4.7 116 Sn → 116 In(1+ )
5102
116
116
−
- 1.0
13.1
Sn → In(2 )
1430
128
+
128
6.1 1.0
6.3
Xe → I(1 )
5835
- 1.0
9.4 128 Xe → 128 I(2− )
1270
136
136
+
- 1.0
8.2
Ce → La(1 )
4423
136
−
136
- 1.0
9.7
Ce → La(2 )
1383

In Table 4 the al ulated results for the total OMC rates to the 1+ and 2− nal
states are presented. In these al ulations the ratio gP /gA = 7 was used. The value of
the parameter gpp has been hosen su h that the orresponding experimental log f t
21

value an be roughly reprodu ed. As mentioned, the gpp strongly ae ts the al ulated
nu lear stru ture, in parti ular the wave fun tion of the lowest 1+ state. This an be
seen in Fig. 5, where the partial OMC rates to the 1+
1 states of several nal nu lei
have been plotted as fun tions of gpp . The same shown gpp dependan e an be found
in the 2νββ de ay rates, and in fa t the measured 2νββ half-lives an be reprodu ed
by suitably hoosing the value of gpp [47℄
Fig. 5 also illustrates the break-down of the pnQRPA theory at large values of the
gpp parameter. Due to the ex essive growth of orrelations in the pnQRPA groundstate, the al ulations produ e unphysi ally large values for the apture rates. This
break-down of the pnQRPA theory an also be seen in the ββ matrix elements at
large values of gpp [47℄.
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Figure 5:

Cal ulated OMC rates from the ground state of the indi ated nu lei to the
states of the nal nu leus as fun tions of the parti le-parti le intera tion strength
parameter gpp . The ratio gP /gA = 7 has been used.

1+
1

In addition to the parameter gpp , there is also another parameter present in the
apture rate al ulations with somewhat un ertain value, namely the pseudos alar
oupling onstant gP . The apture rate W has a paraboli behavior as a fun tion of
the gP . Thus, when a experimental measurement of the partial apture rate is made, it
translates to a ertain area in the gP and gpp parameter spa es. By measuring partial
apture rates to few lowest states, the interse tion of the orresponding parameter
spa es should hopefully be ome small enough to yield a rather restri ted value for
these parameters.
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5

Dis ussion and on lusions

The main fo us of the present work is in the nu lear-stru ture aspe ts of the OMC
pro ess. Publi ation [I℄ dis usses the ee t of the mean-eld parameters on the OMC
observables. The Publi ations [II-VI℄ on entrate on the use of the OMC as a probe
of virtual transitions of double beta de ays. Due to the fa t that the stru ture of
the intermediate states of double beta de ay has a strong impa t on the al ulated
values of the matrix elements, for both 2νββ and 0νββ de ays, one needs a method
to evaluate the reliability of the used nu lear model. Publi ations [II-VI℄ demonstrate
how to use the OMC to probe one bran h of the ββ transition. The nu lear models
employed in the OMC rate al ulations of the present work are the nu lear shell-model
and the pnQRPA. These two models are also the ones most used in ββ al ulations.
In Publi ation [I℄ the ee t of the nu lear mean eld on the muon apture observables was studied. Due to the interferen e of the os illating Bessel fun tion jw (qr)
and the single-parti le wave fun tion the shape of the mean eld potential has an
impa t on the al ulated OMC matrix elements. The al ulated results of the OMC
rates in the harmoni -os illator and Woods-Saxon single-parti le bases did show some
dieren es. However, dieren es were usually small and never signi ant. The same
was also pointed out in Publi ation [VI℄ in the ase of the OMC of 46 Ti and 48 Ti.
Also, the results for the angular orrelation parameter x in [I℄ were found to be quite
similar in both single-parti le bases.
Although the al ulated values of the OMC rates depend on the used intera tion,
it was found in [V℄ that in the ase of the A = 36 isobars it there were no large
dieren es between the USD and SDPOTA intera tions in the total apture rates to
1+ states. This happened even though the transition rates to the individual states
diered. The same kind of phenomenon was also noted in the 2νββ -de ay matrix
(2ν)
element of 36 Ar. The value of the total matrix element MDGT was quite similar in
both ases, although there were some dieren es in the shape of the umulative sum.
In the al ulations of the f p-shell nu lei it was found that in the OMC of 46 Ti
and 48 Ti the biggest transition rates were among the transitions to the few lowest
1+ nal states. These states were also important in the 2νββ de ay. The OMC rate
al ulations of Publi ation [V℄ indeed indi ate some dieren es between the FPBP
and FPMCC intera tions. The OMC rates for 46 Ti and 48 Ti were also al ulated
in [V℄ with dierent values of the pseudos alar oupling onstant gP . These al ulations indi ate surprisingly small dependen e on gP in many ases. This helps the
nu lear-stru ture analysis, when the al ulated partial OMC rates are ompared to
the experimental ones. The rst experiments on the OMC of 48 Ti have been performed at the PSI [48℄. Con erning the OMC of 50 Cr it was found that the aptures
favour more the higher energy 1+ nal states than in the other al ulated ases. It
was also noted that the partial OMC rates did not wary mu h as fun tions of gP .
A number of 2νββ rates were al ulated in [V℄. In addition to the results quoted
in the previous se tion, the shape of the al ulated umulative sum of the matrix
23

(2ν)

element MDGT was studied also for 48 Ca. It was found that the strong transitions
through few low-lying 1+ states were mainly transition involving the 0f7/2 orbital.
Contributions of transitions through the higher-lying 1+ states typi ally de reased the
value of the total matrix element. The involved single-parti le transitions were mainly
0f7/2 → 0f5/2 → 0f7/2 . This same behaviour was seen for both the FPBP and FPMCC
intera tions. In Publi ation [IV℄ it was noted that FPBP and FPMCC intera tions
produ e quite similar values for the total 2νββ de ay matrix element. However, the
shape of the umulative sum had dieren es. Nevertheless, the ommon feature for all
the al ulated ases of 2νββ de ay of 46 Ca and 48 Ca was that the transitions through
a few lowest 1+ states dominated the total matrix element. This was also displayed
in Publi ations [IV, V℄ in the plot of the produ t of the two Gamow-Teller matrix
elements of Eq. (28) as a fun tion of the ex itation energy of the intermediate state.
For 50 Cr it was pointed out in [V℄ that the experimental limit of [45℄ was far from the
al ulated value of the half-life.
In the ase of the heavier nu lei the individual OMC rates had a strong dependen e on the parti le-parti le intera tion strength parameter gpp , as an be seen in
Publi ation [III℄. However, the strong dependen e on gpp tends to vanish when the
partial apture rates are summed up to the total apture rates to the 1+ or 2− states.
In [III℄ the involved matrix elements of the OMC were analyzed. It was found that
the matrix element M[101], involved in transitions to the 1+ states, is typi ally more
sensitive to gpp than the matrix element M[112], whi h appear in transitions to the 2−
states. This also ree ts in the partial apture rates. The break-down of the pnQRPA
at large values of gpp was also seen in some matrix elements. It was found that the
partial and total OMC rates learly depend on the pseudos alar oupling onstant
gP. Thus, there are a tually two relevant parameters in the al ulations. The log f t
values of β de ays of the intermediate nu lei to the ground states of the nal or initial
nu lei of double beta de ay were dis ussed in [III℄. In many ases the experimental
log f t value was unknown.
In on lusion, the formalism of the OMC has been presented and its onne tion
to the double beta de ay explored. It has been shown that the partial OMC rates
an be used to probe the intermediate states of double beta de ay. Furthermore,
results on the partial OMC rates have been presented for several nu lei. The nu lear
stru ture for the light nu lei was handled with the nu lear shell model. In the ase of
the heavier nu lei the pnQRPA was used for the nu lear-stru ture al ulations. For
the lighter nu lei it was found that 1+ states with large OMC transition rate were also
the ones whi h gave the dominant ontributions for the 2νββ de ay. The ee t of the
mean eld on the OMC rates was also dis ussed. For 48 Ca the al ulated 2νββ -de ay
rates were ompared to the experiment. In the ase of the heavier nu lei, strong
dependen e of the OMC rates on the parti le-parti le intera tion strength parameter
gpp was found. Also, the role of the pseudos alar oupling onstant gP was dis ussed.
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